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At Clinton, we are driven by a singular vision — 
produce great products. It may sound simple, 
but it’s at the forefront of everything we do. 
Many products are born out of necessity, but 
the great ones challenge the status quo. We 
like to make products that didn’t exist before 
and ones that create new opportunities for our 
customers. We always strive for products that 
are both easy to install and a pleasure to use. 
The quest to be the best is a never-ending and 
sometimes exhaustive road, but it’s a pillar of 
our success.

We know that you have a lot of choices when 
it comes to purchasing CCTV equipment, and 
we’re honored and gratified that you have 
chosen Clinton Electronics. Our commitment 
to you is to continue to deliver the absolute 
best products and pricing, along with the 
finest customer service in the industry.

We feel that you deserve the best, and our goal 
is to deliver every time. Come find out what 
makes Clinton your best choice and let us earn 
your business.

ABOUT US
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HD Over Coax now represents a cost-effective solu-
tion for transmitting HD video without the com-
plexity of IP. EX-SDI can reuse existing RG59 coax, 
eliminating the need to run new cable if an existing 
analog system is in place. Unlike IP, there is no ex-
tra training required, no complex networks to set 
up, and no bandwidth issues. All analog installers 
already know the fundamentals of installing a coax-
based system.

KEEP YOUR COAX

CLINTON
Camera
Technology
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FEATURES
EX-SDI:

It’s no secret that analog cameras are quickly becoming a thing of the 
past. But instead of ripping out coax and replacing it with Cat5 cable, 
why not choose HD Over Coax? With EX-SDI, upgrading your existing an-
alog, coax-based system could not be more straightforward. Since EX-
SDI uses the same RG59 coax cable as analog — it’s a simple plug-and-
play solution. Get the same high-resolution benefit of an IP megapixel 
system without the headache.

100% DIGITAL SIGNAL

Unlike HD Analog technology, EX-SDI is a 100% digital signal, which 
makes it less susceptible to noise, interference, and image degrada-
tion over distance.

GREATER DISTANCE WITH EX-SDI 2.0

With its built-in Visually Lossless Codec (VLC) and lower data rate, EX-SDI 2.0 
technology can transmit full HD 1080p video at a 75% greater distance than 
EX-SDI. With EX-SDI 2.0, maximum transmission distances of 1,400 feet using 
standard RG59 coax are now possible!
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Why choose EX-SDI? The answer is simple: image quality. Take a look at the images below to compare EX-SDI 4MP, EX-
SDI 2MP, and Analog 1000TVL. The focal length of each camera lens was set to 12mm and the cameras were pointed 
at a car 75 feet away. 

IMAGE QUALITY MATTERS
EX-SDI:

* images enlarged to show detail

EX-SDI 4MP EX-SDI 2MP ANALOG - 1000 TVL

UP the COAX CONTROL (UCC)

Up the Coax Control (UCC) allows the installer to make camera OSD menu adjustments 
and set zoom & focus remotely through the DVR via the UCC equipped DVR channel. 
These remote adjustments can even be made using our AVMS computer software 
and our new CVMS phone app. UCC technology reduces site visits and extra trips up 
the ladder, making service calls a breeze!
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One of the hardest parts of any HD CCTV camera installation 
is achieving proper focus. With Motorized Zoom & Autofocus, 
focusing the camera is as simple as pushing a button. Just point 
the camera in the direction you want to view and use the OSD 
joystick or CE-REMOTE to set the focal length. The autofocus 
lens will focus the scene to perfection.

In addition to the EX-SDI/HD-SDI digital BNC output, 
EX-SDI cameras also come equipped with an analog 
BNC output – ideal for use with analog test monitors or 
existing analog DVRs. New for 2020, select 2MP & 4MP 
EX-SDI cameras now feature a selectable HD Analog 
output for additional system flexibility.

AUTOFOCUS LENSES

MULTIPLE COAX OUTPUTS

All Clinton IDX, VX, and BZ Series cameras 
feature dual voltage power (DC12V/AC24V) and 
Rated Voltage Monitoring (RVM). Dual voltage 
power prevents accidental damage and allows 
the installer to run greater distances with less 
voltage drop when using AC24V. With RVM, the 
installer can instantly tell if the camera has the 
proper amount of voltage via the LED indicator 
light on the camera; a flashing red light 
indicates under-voltage and a solid/steady red 
light indicates over-voltage.

THE IMPORTANCE OF POWER
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The IDX series is the culmination of years of 
customer feedback and our never-ending pursuit 
of creating the perfect indoor dome housing. Our 
goal was to create a camera housing that is both 
aesthetically pleasing and one that is incredibly 
easy to install. The results have been overwhelming; 
our IDX Series has quickly become our best selling 
camera line in a short amount of time.

THE INDOOR DOME REDEFINED

IDX 
Indoor Dome 
Cameras
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MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

Mount and secure any IDX camera with our full line of mounting accessories. Each easy-
to-install accessory allows for the optimal positioning of the camera. Available in both 
black and white finishes.

FEATURES
IDX:

INSTALLER FRIENDLY DESIGN

All IDX Series cameras come with a mounting plate 
that directly mounts to Single Gang, Double Gang, 
3¼" & 3½" Conduit Boxes, or 4" Octagon/Round 
style Conduit Boxes right out of the box.

Installing an IDX camera couldn't be easier! To install, simply mount the 
included gang-box friendly mounting plate and cam-lock the camera 
into place. Adjust the camera using the toolless three-axis gimbal and 
make OSD adjustments using either the built-in joystick, CE-REMOTE, 
or via UCC at the DVR.  No matter what the job calls for, there is an IDX 
camera designed to meet your needs.
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POWER OVER COAX (PoC)
WHAT'S NEW:

Eliminate the need for a separate power supply and additional 
siamese 18-2 cable with Power over Coax (PoC) technology. When 
combined with our new CE-FXPOC16 PoC equipped DVR, select 
QHD cameras can now receive power via the coaxial cable— 
saving time and money during installation.

New for 2020, the IDX Lite series now outputs HD-Analog (HD-TVI, 
HD-CVI, & AHD), making it the perfect camera for replacing or up-
grading existing HD-Analog installations. With its dual video outputs, 
the IDX Lite series can output both EX-SDI and any HD-Analog signal 
simultaneously.

HD-ANALOG EQUIPPED LITE SERIES

(CE-IDX1HDL, CE-IDX2HDL)

800 ft

48V Power & 4MP Video

(CE-IDX1QHD)
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Whether it's an analog replacement or a high-end application that requires 
the maximum level of detail and clarity available, there is an IDX camera for 
nearly every use and budget. Choose from our full line below and visit www.
clintonelectronics.com for detailed specifications.

THE IDX SERIES

2MP LITE: (CE-IDX0HDL, CE-IDX1HDL, CE-IDX2HDL)

ANALOG: (CE-IDX15, CE-IDX18, CE-IDX20, CE-IDX30, CE-IDX40, CE-IDX50)

2MP Full HD: (CE-IDX1HD, CE-IDX2HD)

4MP QHD: (CE-IDX1QHD)

Adapt any IDX camera to one of our  
Telescoping Ceiling Mount Camera 
Poles. Available as a low-profile 
pendant cap or a deep version that 
provides extra space for concealing 
video baluns and excess cable.

IDX PENDANT CAPS

(CE-IDXPC)

(CE-IDXDPC)
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VANDAL X 
Outdoor Dome 
Cameras

When it comes to weather-ratings, there's plenty 
of talk; words like weatherproof, splashproof, and 
water-resistant don't mean much on their own. 
Without actual ratings, it would be foolish to expect 
any real protection from the elements. At Clinton, 
we use the IP (Ingress Protection) rating system 
to rate our cameras. All Vandal X Series cameras 
are IP68 rated and are built to withstand constant 
exposure to the elements.

IP68 WEATHER RATED
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FLEXIBLE MOUNTING

Unlike most Made-in-China alternatives, our in-house USA 
designed Vandal X Series is specifically intended to mount to a 
wide variety of electrical conduit boxes and gang patterns right 
out of the box. Say goodbye to fabricating brackets in the field. 
All Vandal X cameras mount to Single Gang, Double Gang, 3¼" & 
3½" Conduit Boxes, 4" Octagon/Round/Square Conduit Boxes, 
and 4¹¹⁄₁₆" Square Conduit Boxes.

ACCESSORIES FOR ANY INSTALL

No two installations are alike. Whether it's a wall, pendant, recess, or 
surface mount application, we offer a full line of Vandal X accessories that 
take the guesswork out of complicated installs.

FEATURES
VANDAL X:

When considering durability, performance, and ease of 
installation, "good enough" is never enough. As a result, 
Vandal X Series cameras perform to higher standards. 
With no design element overlooked and every component 
explicitly designed for long-term use— the Vandal X Series 
represents everything we believe in when it comes to 
camera design: no compromises.
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IR LEDs ONWHITE LEDs ON

WHITE LED TECHNOLOGY
WHAT'S NEW:

Light up the night with our new White-Light equipped Vandal X IR dome. The new CE-VX2QHD-
WL camera features two ultra-bright white LEDs that turn on when motion is detected. If no 
movement is present, the camera returns to standard IR LED mode. With customizable motion 
detection, the camera can be programmed to ignore high motion detection areas such as trees 
or streets and be tuned in to detect motion only in desired zones. 

(CE-VX2QHD-WL)

New for 2020, the Vandal X Lite series now outputs HD-Analog (HD-
TVI, HD-CVI, & AHD), making it the perfect camera for replacing or up-
grading existing HD-Analog installations. With its dual video outputs, 
the Vandal X Lite series can output both EX-SDI and any HD-Analog 
signal simultaneously.

HD-ANALOG EQUIPPED LITE SERIES

(CE-VX1HDL, CE-VX2HDL)
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Adapt any VX camera to one of our  
Telescoping Ceiling Mount Camera 
Poles. Available as a low-profile 
pendant cap or a deep version that 
provides extra space for concealing 
video baluns and excess cable.

VX PENDANT CAPS

(CE-VXPC)

(CE-VXDPC)

Whether it's a budget conscious or a mission-critical application that requires the 
ultimate level of image quality and camera performance available, there is a VX 
camera for nearly every use and budget. Choose from our full line below and visit 
www.clintonelectronics.com for detailed specifications.

THE VX SERIES

2MP LITE: (CE-VX1HDL, CE-VX2HDL)

2MP Full HD: (CE-VX1HD, CE-VX2HD, CE-VX3HD)

4MP QHD: (CE-VX1QHD, CE-VX2QHD, CE-VX2QHD-WL)

ANALOG: (CE-VX15, CE-VX20, CE-VX30, CE-VX40, CE-VX45, CE-VX50, CE-VX60)
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STANDARD OUTDOOR IR DOMEIR SHIELD TECHNOLOGY

With IR Shield Technology, nearly all IR reflection is eliminated – delivering a clean and crisp image 
at night even when rain or dust is present on the surface of the dome. Available on all IR equipped 
Vandal X cameras.

IR SHIELD TECHNOLOGY
A CLOSER LOOK:

Capture crystal clear 4MP video day & night with the new IR Shield 
equipped QHD series Vandal X IR dome camera. The CE-VX2QHD 
features a 2.8~12mm true day/night autofocus lens, six high-intensity 
IR LEDs, built-in heaters, and powers via DC12V or AC24V. All QHD series 
cameras output 4MP & 2MP EX-SDI, HD-SDI, HD Analog, and Analog 
signals for the ultimate in flexibility.

VANDAL X 4MP IR

(CE-VX2QHD, CE-VX2QHDB)
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The go-to mount for installers looking to wall mount 
a VX camera. The CE-VXWB features a powder-coat-
ed aluminum housing that mounts to a 4" Square Box 
pattern. Use in conjunction with the CE-VXAP to adapt 
to a 4" Round or Double Gang Box.

Built to withstand the harshest of environments. The 
CE-VXPCSS features electropolished 316 stainless 
steel for unmatched corrosion resistance. Kit includes 
VX dome cover and threaded 1.5" NPT Pendant Mount.

VANDAL X WALL BRACKET

STAINLESS STEEL PENDANT KIT

(CE-VXWB)

(CE-VXPCSS)

Ideal for discreet installation in a ceiling or soffit. The VX 
recess mount features three screw-activated mounting 
wings that flip out as you tighten the mounting screws. For 
use with material up to 1.25" thick.

RECESS MOUNT KIT

(CE-VXRM)
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Let's face it— constant exposure to the elements 
is tough on any camera, and the last thing any in-
staller wants is to have to make a service call due 
to a leaky rubber seal. For this reason, we have 
designed our BZ Series cameras to meet the IP68 
weather rating standard.

IP68 WEATHER RATED

BZ 
Outdoor Bullet 
Cameras
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HIGH INTENSITY IR LEDS

It’s now possible to do more with less. One IR LED on a BZ Series Bullet out-
puts as much light as eight standard IR LEDs. All LEDs are equipped with 
focusing lenses that help evenly distribute the infrared light.

FEATURES
BZ:

The BZ Series is a continuation of our never-ending commitment to 
making camera installation both simple and easy. With its gang-box 
friendly mounting plate, convenient mounting hook, innovative one 
screw locking arm, and externally accessible DIN port for CE-REMOTE 
connection, the BZ Series is the ultimate easy-to-install bullet camera.

INSTALLER FRIENDLY DESIGN

Not only does our BZ mounting plate mount to a wide variety 
of electrical conduit boxes (Single Gang, Double Gang, 3¼" 
& 3½"” Conduit Boxes, or 4” Octagon/Round style Conduit 
Boxes) — it also features our new innovative mounting hook 
design. The mounting hook lets you affix the BZ bullet in place, 
allowing the installer to use both hands for screw fastening.
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WHITE-LIGHT TECHNOLOGY
WHAT'S NEW:

The last thing any burglar wants is attention. Our new smart White-Light technology features 
two ultra-bright white LEDs that activate when the camera detects video motion at night. White-
Light equipped cameras also feature an adjustable sensitivity level, customizable motion zones, 
and 4 high-power IR LEDs for standard operation when no movement is present.

(CE-BZ1QHD-WL)

(CE-BZ0HDL)

New for 2020, the BZ Lite series now outputs HD-
Analog (HD-TVI, HD-CVI, & AHD), making it the 
perfect camera for replacing or upgrading existing 
HD-Analog installations. With its dual video outputs, 
the BZ Lite series can output both EX-SDI and any 
HD-Analog signal simultaneously.

HD-ANALOG LITE SERIES

(CE-BZ0QHDB)

The new CE-BZ0QHD (white) and 
CE-BZ0QHDB (black) are excellent 
choices for price-sensitive applica-
tions that require top-notch, 4MP 
image quality. Features a wide-angle 
2.8mm lens.

4MP FIXED LENS

IR LEDs ONWHITE LEDs ON
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LONG-RANGE ZOOM BULLET

The ultimate IR bullet camera to “reach out and touch someone.” The CE-BZ3HD 
features the same 10x Zoom Module used in our outdoor PTZ cameras. By using 
a zoom module designed for PTZ cameras, the CE-BZ3HD features rapid auto-
focusing and excellent image quality throughout the full 5.1~51mm lens range.

(CE-BZ3HD)

OSD REMOTE

BZ bullet cameras feature an externally accessible, weather-
resistant DIN port for zoom & focus adjustments, OSD menu 
control, and analog test monitor output via CE-REMOTE 
(Compatible with all Clinton BZ, IDX and VX cameras).

(CE-REMOTE)

THE BZ SERIES

2MP LITE: (CE-BZ0HDL)

2MP Full HD: (CE-BZ1HD, CE-BZ2HD, CE-BZ3HD)

4MP QHD: (CE-BZ0QHD, CE-BZ1QHD, CE-BZ1QHD-WL)

Whether it's a tight back alley shot or a long-distance parking lot shot that requires 
a telephoto zoom lens and ample amounts of IR illumination, there is a BZ camera 
for nearly every use and budget. Choose from our full line below and visit www.
clintonelectronics.com for detailed specifications.
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SPECIALTY 
Cameras

When mounted directly to the wall via a single gang 
box or surface mount, the CE-WC1HD captures eye 
level video seldom acquired by traditional ceiling 
mount cameras. Features include a rugged alumi-
num body with a hardened polycarbonate dome, a 
wide-angle 2.9mm lens, 30 fps WDR, Up the Coax 
Control (UCC), and DC12V operation.

EX-SDI 2MP WALL CAM

(CE-WC1HD)
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The BR Cam is specially designed to mount directly onto glass 
surfaces. Its small size and rugged construction help maintain 
a low profile and protect the camera from potential damage. 
When mounted at eye level, the BR Cam achieves a low angle 
field-of-view that is perfect for facial identification shots.

With its discreet and inconspicuous design, the CE-
RP2 is ideal for covert recording. Place the unit any-
where and record up to 8 hours of Full HD video using 
4 AA batteries or connect the unit to a DC12V power 
supply for continuous recording.

EX-SDI 2MP GLASS MOUNT CAMERA
COVERT MINI DVR + CAMERA

(CE-BRCAMHD)
(CE-RP2)

The CE-EX360 is an EX-SDI 2.0 panoramic camera that is ideal for retail and large indoor 
open spaces. The wide-angle 185° lens delivers a sharp and crisp Full HD 1080p image at 
30 fps. Powers via DC12V and comes in an outdoor rated aluminum housing.

EX-SDI 2MP INDOOR/OUTDOOR 360° IR DOME

(CE-EX360)
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PTZ 
2MP HD-SDI 
PTZ Cameras

The CE-PTZ30XHDR features a True Day/Night 
4.3~129mm (ƒ1.6~ƒ4.7) 30x zoom lens, two high-
intensity IR LEDs that zoom in and out in conjunction 
with the focal length of the camera lens. A 
temperature controlled IP67 enclosure and built-in 
wiper provide superb protection from rain, wind, and 
snow. Includes a wall bracket and features 1.5" NPT 
top for added mounting options.

HD-SDI DUAL-IR 30X PTZ

(CE-PTZ30XHDR)
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FEATURES
PTZ:

When it comes to surveying a large scene, nothing beats the 
flexibility of a PTZ. A single PTZ camera can monitor large open areas 
and zoom in to an object with great detail.  All Clinton PTZ cameras 
feature Full HD 1080p image quality, powerful zoom, and have unique 
features not commonly found on other PTZs.

The CE-PTZ20XHDR features a True Day/Night 4.7~94mm (ƒ1.6~ƒ3.5) 20x zoom 
lens, one motorized IR Zoom Lens with adjustable intensity and distance, and 
2 Fixed IR LEDs for improved wide angle night viewing. Equipped with a Full 
HD 1080p HD-SDI output and a 700TVL analog output. Includes a wall bracket 
and features a 1.5" NPT top for added mounting options.

HD-SDI IR 20x PTZ

(CE-PTZ20XHDR)

DOME-LESS DESIGN

Where’s the dome? By removing the dome, we can achieve a higher resolution image 
that is free from reflection caused by the sun, rain, or dust. The R Series PTZs deliv-
er clear and crisp images both day & night and in extreme weather conditions with 
temperature controlled enclosures and a built-in wiper that keeps the lens clean 
when rain or snow are present.

DOME DESIGN

DOMELESS DESIGN
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TELE VIEWWIDE VIEW

"R Series" PTZs feature IR LEDs that physically zoom in and out in conjunction 
with the focal length of the camera lens. Each LED features an optical lens 
that tunes the IR beam to the focal distance of the camera; delivering 
perfect, evenly lit night images at any focal length.

MOTORIZED IR ZOOM LENS
A CLOSER LOOK:

The CE-UCB-CRNR features multiple hole 
patterns that fit nearly any outdoor Clin-
ton camera or housing and is designed to 
install on an external corner.

UNIVERSAL CORNER MOUNT

(CE-UCB-CRNR)

The CE-UCB-POLE features multiple hole 
patterns that fit nearly any outdoor Clin-
ton camera or housing and installs on 
poles up to 6.5" in diameter.

UNIVERSAL POLE MOUNT

(CE-UCB-POLE)
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Aesthetically pleasing. The CE-PTZ10XHD-RM features Full HD 1080p 
resolution via HD-SDI output, a 5.1~51mm (ƒ1.6~ƒ1.8) 10x zoom lens, a 
recess mount enclosure, and DC12V/AC24V dual voltage power.

HD-SDI INDOOR 10X RECESS MOUNT PTZ DOME

Operate up to 255 separate PTZs using a single keyboard. Features easy to 
use controls and supports multiple protocols.

PTZ KEYBOARD

(CE-PTZ10XHD-RM)

(CE-PTZKEYB)

Indoor or Outdoor? Wall or Ceiling mount? With the CE-PTZ10XHD, you don’t 
have to choose; it does it all! The CE-PTZ10XHD features Full HD 1080p 
resolution via HD-SDI output as well as a standard analog output, True Day/
Night 5.1~51mm (ƒ1.6~ƒ1.8) 10x zoom lens, and includes a wall bracket with 
a double gang box adapter, as well as a ceiling mount bracket.

HD-SDI INDOOR/OUTDOOR 10X PTZ

(CE-PTZ10XHD)
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All Clinton DVRs are Linux-based and purpose-built 
to record surveillance video 24/7. Each DVR uses 
custom-designed components specifically in-
tended for rigors of continuous video surveillance 
recording resulting in a dependable machine that 
stands the test of time.

PURPOSE BUILT FOR CCTV

DVRS 
EX-SDI, Analog 
& Hybrid Digital 
Video Recorders
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FEATURES
DVR:

Whether it's an analog replacement or a high-security application that 
requires the ultimate level of image quality and performance available, 
there is a Clinton DVR for nearly every budget and use. With their robust 
performance, dependable reliability and easy-to-use interface, Clinton 
DVRs are depended on by countless retailers, schools, businesses, 
homeowners, and even military facilities to protect their establishments.

100% U.S. BASED SUPPORT

Anyone can sell you a DVR, but can they stand behind it? Our 100% USA based tech support 
team is passionate about standing behind every product we sell. If you have a Clinton 
product and have a technical question or you're experiencing issues, call our tech support 
team, and we'll quickly help you find the solution.

LEARN ONE, LEARN THEM ALL

All Clinton DVRs share the same user interface, remote software, 
and mobile app. Select any camera technology without the fear of a 
new DVR learning curve. Learn one Clinton DVR, learn them all; it's 
that easy! Not familiar with Clinton DVRs? That's OK! Everything on 
a Clinton DVR is intuitive: view live, playback recorded, search, and 
export video with ease.
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CVMS Mobile (Clinton Video Management Software) allows you to connect to your 
Clinton Electronics H2L, Hybrid, FXR, or EX Series DVR from anywhere in the world. This 
free DVR app for iOS and Android comes loaded with features like multiplex view, video 
save function, and PTZ/UCC camera control. CVMS Mobile also lets you view live video, 
search recorded video, configure DVR settings, and save multiple DVRs to the built-in 
address book.

CVMS MOBILE - DVR APP
WHAT'S NEW:

CVMS Mobile

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Create Video BackupsPTZ & UCC Camera ControlManage & Preview DVRs

New for 2020, select DVRs now also accept HD 
Analog inputs from HD-CVI, HD-TVI and AHD 
cameras— in addition to EX-SDI, HD-SDI and 
Analog. 

HD-ANALOG INPUTS

(CE-FXR4, CE-H2L16, CE-HY16)

Select Clinton DVRs now feature an ONVIF 
compliant RTSP output stream that makes for 
easy integration with SureView Systems and 
other enterprise-level VMS platforms.

ADVANCED INTEGRATION
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Utilizing the same platform as the 16 channel FXR Series DVR, our 
new PoC (Power Over Coax) equipped CE-FXPOC16 makes it possible 
to power connected select QHD series cameras through the coax 
cable, eliminating the need for a separate camera power supply. 

4MP 16ch EX-SDI  PoC DVR

(CE-FXPOC16)

2MP HYBRID  DVR

(CE-H2L16)

The idea behind the FXR series is simple: create the ultimate feature-rich DVR with 
no compromises. The best image technology (EX-SDI) paired with a high-performance 
processor, robust components, and flexible storage options— all within our easy to use DVR 
platform. The FXR series delivers such spectacular image quality that once you try QHD, you 
will never want to go back to HD. All FXR series DVRs include a 4K HDMI output, UCC on every 
channel, and support 4MP and 2MP EX-SDI.

4MP EX-SDI  DVRS: FXR Series

16ch: (CE-FXR16)8ch: (CE-FXR8)4ch: (CE-FXR4)

Migrate from Analog/HD-Analog to EX-SDI with ease with 
the all-new H2L 16 channel DVR. This Hybrid DVR will accept 
nearly any coax signal from EX-SDI, HD-SDI, HD-TVI, HD-CVI, 
AHD, to Analog! Other features include a 240 FPS global 
recording rate, HDMI output, UCC on every channel, and 
alarm support (4 Inputs/1 Output).
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Whether you are connecting to one unit or a thousand, Advanced 
Video Monitoring System (AVMS) provides all the tools needed 
to monitor live, search recorded, and archive video. View up to 
256 cameras in one window while being able to open multiple 
windows at once. AVMS comes free with every Clinton DVR, and 
unlike some VMS platforms, it does not require any licensing or 
maintenance fees. Available for Windows and Mac OS.

AVMS SOFTWARE
A CLOSER LOOK:

The CE-RP5 is the quickest way to add a DVR to any HD-SDI PVM or camera. 
Easily record video from the camera to this compact DVR via a removable 64GB 
SD Card (included). Other features include HDMI, HD-SDI and Analog video 
outputs, alarm input, and OSD button control.

SINGLE CHANNEL HD-SDI DVR

(CE-RP5)
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There are many analog replacement technologies out there. Most 
require a completely new system, but what if you could keep your analog 
cameras and have the ability to upgrade to HD? The CE-HY16 DVR allows 
you to mix and match any combination of 2MP & 4MP EX-SDI, HD-SDI, 
HD-Analog, and Analog cameras. All BNC inputs can auto-detect video 
formats, and there is no limit to the number of HD channels. Keep some 
of your existing cameras and maximize your HD upgrade potential with 
the Hybrid Series.

4MP 16ch HYBRID DVR

(CE-HY16)

The go-to DVR for dealers and integrators who demand increased performance, unrivaled flexibility, and HD image quality at an affordable price. 
The EX Series features EX-SDI 2.0 technology, which allows you to capture full HD 1080p video over standard RG59 coax cable. Choose from 4, 8, 
or 16 channels and a wide array of hard drive options. The EX Series is the perfect go-to DVR for nearly any commercial or residential application.

2MP EX-SDI DVRS: EX Series

16ch: (CE-EX16)8ch: (CE-EX8)4ch: (CE-EX4)
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The increased presence of PVMs in retail can be 
attributed to one simple fact: they work! Unlike tra-
ditional "after the fact" security systems, PVMs de-
ter theft from occurring in the first place. Don't just 
take our word for it; the Loss Prevention Research 
Council (LPRC) has conducted numerous studies 
on the effectiveness of PVMs in retail, and the re-
sults are astounding; PVMs deter theft and they 
also have a positive impact on sales!

THE ULTIMATE RETAIL
THEFT DETERRENT

PVMS 
Public View
Monitors
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FEATURES
Clinton PVMS:

Not only are our Public View Monitors engineered to be the 
ultimate retail theft deterrent devices, but they are also easy to 
install. Every Clinton PVM monitor offers lasting durability and 
superior performance by using commercial-grade components. 
With features required for professional applications like security 
banners, video motion detection, and DC24V power— Clinton PVMs 
are much more than a consumer LCD with a camera attached.

EASY INSTALLATION

All Clinton PVMs run on 24 Volts DC, making them easy to install and easy to 
run long distances with standard CCTV cable. With DC24V, there is no need to 
worry about having an AC110V outlet nearby or the distance limitations of 12 
Volt PVMs. All Clinton PVMs utilize VESA Compliant mounting hole patterns 
that will mount to a wide variety of monitor mounts. The 19" and larger PVM 
models also feature two mounting location options: an external mounting 
option, or a recessed mounting option that's hidden behind a cover plate. For 
a clean and sleek installation, use one of our Telescoping Ceiling Mount Poles.

CAMERA OPTIONS

No bulky, "after-thought-looking" externally installed camera here. All Clinton 
PVMs feature built-in cameras that blend in with the bezel creating a clean, 
unobtrusive look. With three camera technologies to choose from; EX-SDI, IP, 
and Analog— there's a solution for every application.
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Traditional - Landscape Mode PVMPortrait Mode PVM

10" CORRIDOR MODE PVM
WHAT'S NEW:

(CE-M10PA)

Perfect for budget-conscious retail applications— this 7" PVM features a discreet 
built-in Full HD camera with a wide-angle 3mm lens and a USB-programmable security 
banner. For enhanced brand awareness, the CE-M7S-B can also switch from static digital 
signage to the camera feed when motion is detected.

7" LOW-COST PVM

(CE-M7S-B)

By utilizing corridor format on the built-in AXIS M3045 camera, the new portrait CE-M10PA 
captures a greater vertical field of view than traditional landscape PVMs. This increased camera 
coverage is ideal for self-checkouts and retail aisles, where enhanced vertical visibility is required.
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PVM visibility is critical when attempting to deter retail 
theft. With multiple sizes to choose from, there is a PVM 
for nearly any application. Choose a 21" or 24" for in-
aisle use or low ceiling areas. The 27" and 32" PVMs are 
a popular choice for store entrances and exits. And for 
those wanting to make a big impression, the 43" PVM is 
perfect for high ceilings and large open spaces.

LARGE PVMS

24: (CE-M24A-B)

21: (CE-M21-HD, CE-M21A-PIR)

32": (CE-M32-HD, CE-M32A-PIR, CE-M32S)

27": (CE-M27-HD, CE-M27A-PIR, CE-M27S)

43": (CE-M43-HD-B)

Whether it's a self-checkout or a targeted high theft area,  small PVMs 
are ideal theft deterrents for the ever-changing retail landscape. With 
multiple sizes to choose from, there is a PVM for nearly every use 
and budget. Choose from our small PVM lineup below and visit www.
clintonelectronics.com for detailed specifications.

SMALL PVMS

10": (CE-M10HD, CE-M10A, CE-M10A-A, CE-M10S)

8": (CE-M8S-B)

7": (CE-M7S-B)

19": (CE-M19S)
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It's both digital signage and an active theft 
deterrent seamlessly integrated into a single 
device. By creating a new, unified hardware and 
software platform, we've created an entirely 
new product category that bridges the gap 
between marketing and loss prevention.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF PVM

CONNECT
Digital Signage
PVMs & LCDs
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TRIGGERS & ACTIONS

For additional interactivity, each Connect PVM can display different content 
when triggered by a motion event, alarm input, button press, person detection, 
or face detection. Examples include: unmuting the device when a face is 
detected, playing informative videos when triggered by a button press, or 
displaying a custom security message when triggered by an alarm input.

DRAG-AND-DROP INTERFACE

No clunky, overly complicated user interface to learn here. Clinton Connect was designed 
from the ground up to be intuitive and straightforward, allowing first-time users to create 
and deploy content quickly. Just drag and drop your desired media onto the virtual PVM to 
create your ad, select your desired deployment location, and click deploy - it's that easy!

CLINTON CONNECT SOFTWARE
CONNECT PVMS:

Behind every Connect PVM is our revolutionary cloud-based digital signage management 
tool: Clinton Connect. With Clinton Connect, retailers can now change the look and feel of 
their Connect PVMs at a moment's notice. Create, schedule, and deploy custom-made ad 
playlists from anywhere in the world. It's like having the keys to your very own broadcast 
network. From big-box stores, convenience stores, grocery stores, and independent 
retailers— marketers can now reach their audience, engage their customers, and build 
their brand at the point of decision.
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Attract attention and engage customers, even in direct sunlight, 
with the new 43" Connect sunlight-readable LCD. This Clinton 
Connect equipped display is ideal for high ambient lighting 
conditions and outward-facing storefront windows, where direct 
sunlight is present. Features include 1500 nit brightness, 4000 
to 1 contrast ratio, rugged steel enclosure, and DC24V operation 
(power supply included).

43" SUNLIGHT READABLE
CONNECT LCD

WHAT'S NEW:

New for 2020, the 10" Connect PVM.  This PVM is nearly 20% smaller than our popular 
13" model, making it ideal for tight spaces, self-checkouts, and shelf level installations. 
Features include a built-in front button that can be customized to trigger an action of your 
choosing, wide-angle 2.8mm lens, single alarm input, and DC24V operation.

10" CONNECT PVM

10" : (CE-P10-B, CE-P10A-B)

(CE-P43NC-SR)
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Perfect for high ceilings and large open spaces, 
these large Connect PVMs command attention 
and make a statement. Our 21" models feature 
an added RGB LED light bar that can be customized to flash when triggered, helping either to draw 
attention to the built-in camera or to an ad that might be playing on the screen. Our 32" & 43" models 
feature anti-glare glass fronts making them ideal for store entrances. Other features include rugged 
steel bezels, alarm inputs, and dual voltage power: AC110V (32" & 43" only) or DC24V.

LARGE CONNECT PVMS

32" : (CE-P32-B, CE-P32A-B)21" : (CE-P21-B, CE-P21A-B) 43" : (CE-P43-B)

The 13" Connect PVM is quickly becoming the go-to PVM 
for retailers looking to make an immediate impact on 
theft while enhancing product awareness with marketing 
content.  The 13" Connect PVM features a built-in button 
on the front that can be customized to trigger an action 
of your choosing. Other features include a wide-angle 
2.8mm lens, a single alarm input,  and DC24V operation.

13" CONNECT PVM

13" : (CE-P13-B, CE-P13A-B)
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Clinton CCTV LCD Monitors are engineered to be 
the ultimate commercial-grade displays. Designed 
for the rigors of constant 24/7/365 CCTV use, all 
Clinton monitors feature Grade "A" LCD panels, 
premium components, and robust power supplies. 
The result is a monitor that stands the test of time.

BUILT FOR CCTV

LCDS 
Commercial 
Grade CCTV 
Monitors
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SIZE OPTIONS

From our small 7" CE-L07 to our large 55" CE-VT550-HD, 
we carry a wide range of size options that suit nearly any 
application requirement.

FEATURES
CCTV LCD:

At Clinton, we focus on designing and manufacturing LCDs that 
make sense for the CCTV industry. We specialize in offering 
both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios, BNC composite inputs, EX-
SDI & HD-SDI inputs, and unique power options such as DC 24 
Volts. Every Clinton LCD monitor offers lasting durability and 
superior performance. With features required for professional 
applications, Clinton monitors are designed and engineered 
specifically for CCTV use.

CCTV INPUTS

Most monitors come standard with inputs like 
VGA and HDMI. But unlike consumer-grade 
monitors, Clinton monitors also feature unique 
CCTV inputs such as EX-SDI, HD-SDI, and BNC.  In 
addition, we also offer monitors with loop-outs 
that allow the monitor to serve as an intermediary 
display between the camera and DVR.
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Display multiple HDMI feeds without the need for a separate video multiplexer! This 
unique 43" multi-display monitor features five selectable display modes (Full Screen, 
Vertical Stacked, Split Screen, Picture-in-Picture, and Quad mode) and can be 
mounted in either portrait or landscape orientation. Other features include a rugged 
steel bezel, 1080p resolution, 4 HDMI inputs, multiple VESA mounting patterns, and 
AC110V operation.

43" MULTI-DISPLAY HDMI MONITOR
WHAT'S NEW:

(CE-VT43)

New for 2020, select Clinton monitors now come standard with EX-SDI loop-
through. EX-SDI loop through allows the monitor to serve as an intermediary 
display between the camera and DVR.

EX-SDI LOOP-THROUGH

(CE-VT320-C , CE-VT430-HD , CE-VT550-HD)

Full Screen Vertical 
Stacked

Split Screen PIP 4ch Quad
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With a wide variety of commonly used CCTV inputs, 
these medium-sized CCTV monitors are ideal for 
head-end DVR monitors, camera spot monitors, or 
general-purpose displays.

MID-SIZE LCDS

27: (CE-VT270, CE-VT270-C)

21: (CE-L21, CE-L22, CE-L22-A)

32": (CE-VT320-C)

These small and lightweight LCD monitors are ideal for installations where space is an 
issue. Every monitor features BNC inputs, VESA 75 mounting patterns, and include DC12V 
power supplies. Need a 4:3 aspect ratio? Look no further! Many industrial and security 
applications still require 4:3 aspect ratios making it challenging to find the appropriate 
monitor in today's widescreen only consumer market.

SMALL LCDS

15": (CE-VT568)

7": (CE-L07)

17": (CE-VT768)

19": (CE-L19, CE-VT968)
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The CE-LCD7-TEST is the ultimate CCTV test monitor for coax-based 
installations. With its wide array of inputs, the CE-LCD7-TEST can accept 
nearly any digital or analog signal type (EX-SDI 2.0, HD-SDI, HD-TVI, HD-
CVI, AHD, and Analog). 

Other notable features include EX-SDI 2.0 UCC Control that allows the 
installer to make camera adjustments through the coax cable, EX-SDI 
2.0 Power over Coax, DC12V power output for on-location testing of 

cameras and other devices, RS-485 control for testing PTZ cameras, 
and a built-in signal level meter for measuring signal strength.

7" MULTI-FORMAT TEST MONITOR
A CLOSER LOOK:

The trusted companion of CCTV installers everywhere. This 5" CCTV test monitor can 
be used with its included neck strap or worn around the wrist for hands-free operation. 
The monitor includes a protective carrying case with a built-in sun visor and features a 
rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery.

5" ANALOG TEST MONITOR

(CE-LCD5.5)

(CE-LCD7-TEST)
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When space is not an issue, go big with a 43" or 55′′ LCD monitor. These monitors are ideal for areas where size matters most, 
especially security rooms or any large open retail space. Both monitors feature EX-SDI inputs and loop-outs, making them ideal 
for long-distance spot monitors, and also feature a DC12V output that can be used to power an external camera or another device. 
When connected to a DVR or multiplexer, the screen area on the new CE-VT550-HD is equivalent to viewing four 21′′ monitors.

LARGE METAL BEZEL LCDS

55": (CE-VT550-HD)

43": (CE-VT430-HD)
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Successful retail store design is a carefully-
thought-out plan that optimizes space, establishes 
brand identity, and enhances the overall shopping 
experience. In retail, aesthetics are everything. 
Sadly, many CCTV installations ignore the mantra 
of success and often end up looking more like a DIY 
solution than a professional installation.

CLASS UP YOUR INSTALL

POLES 
Telescoping 
Ceiling Poles
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EASY INSTALLATION ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Need to raise or lower the camera or monitor once installed? No problem, just 
loosen the twist-lock collar and slide the pole up or down to the desired height. 
Each pole telescopes to nearly double its collapsed height. We also offer multi-
ple sizes and even bolt-on extensions for extra high ceilings.

We designed the telescoping ceiling mount pole to be both quick and easy to in-
stall. Just guide the bolt through the opening of the truss and secure it with the 
included locking nut. With our single bolt design, there is no need for drilling into 
the truss structure.

FEATURES
Telescoping Poles:

All telescoping ceiling mount poles are UL listed and have been 
evaluated by a UL test facility to ensure that they meet all applica-
ble safety standards. We also provide an aircraft grade stainless 
steel safety cable that secures the mount to the structure of the 
building and adds an extra measure of safety.
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Over the years, our patented telescoping poles have quickly 
become the industry standard for pendant mounting CCTV 
cameras and monitors.  Not only do they have a professional 
appearance, but they're also quick and easy to install. Did you 
know that you can use our camera poles to mount a wide range of 
other devices?  With our add-on CP Series accessories, there is a 
solution to cover all of your pendant mount needs.

POLE ACCESSORIES
A CLOSER LOOK:

Install two monitors or PVMs back-to-back weighing up to a combined weight of 
35 lbs from any Telescoping  Monitor Pole. Provides adjustable tilt and includes 
an additional safety cable. 

DUAL-HEAD MONITOR MOUNT  FOR TELESCOPING POLES

(CE-CMDH)
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Say goodbye to conduit and pendant 
mount dome cameras with ease! 
Each pole features a flared 3/4" end 
that works with nearly all pendant 
mounts.  With three different size 
options to choose from, there is a 
camera pole for nearly any camera up 
to 10 lbs.

TELESCOPING 
CAMERA POLES

6~12 ft: (CE-CP12W)

3~6 ft: (CE-CP6W)

1~3 ft: (CE-CP3W)

Need to ceiling mount a BIG monitor? 
Look no further; our heavy-duty 
telescoping poles are designed 
to mount nearly any LCD or PVM 
up to 60 lbs. Each pole includes a 
matching VESA 100, 100 x 200, and 
200 compliant mounting plate.

HEAVY-DUTY
TELESCOPING 
MONITOR POLES

6~12 ft: (CE-CMHL-6)

3~6 ft: (CE-CMHL-3)

The pole that started it all! With four 
different size options to choose from, 
there is a telescoping ceiling mount 
pole for nearly any LCD or PVM up to 
35 lbs. Each pole includes a matching 
VESA 75 and 100 compliant mounting 
plate.

TELESCOPING 
MONITOR POLES

6~12 ft: (CE-CM-LX-12)

6~17 ft: (CE-CM-LX-17)

3~6 ft: (CE-CM-SX-6)

1~3 ft: (CE-CM-SX-3)
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(CE-CPBA)

The CE-CPBA adapter mount is ideal for 
applications that use box cameras or 
other devices with 1/4-20 threads.

BOX CAMERA ADAPTER
Warehouses can be a harsh environment for pendant mounted cameras. Our 
new swivel mount kit allows any camera pole to swing safely out of the way when 
struck by a moving forklift or rolling ladder.

SWIVEL MOUNT BRACKET
CAMERA POLES:

For extra high ceilings, we now offer 
extension poles for all of our camera, monitor, 
and heavy-duty monitor telescoping poles. 
Just add one of our extension poles to 
the end of your telescoping ceiling mount 
pole and gain an additional 6 ft of length. 
Available in both white and black finishes.

6 FT EXTENSION POLES

HD Extension Pole: (CE-CMHL-EX)

LCD/PVM Extension Pole: (CE-CMEX)

Camera Extension Pole: (CE-CPEX)

(CE-CPBA)
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This perforated plate makes it possible to pendant mount nearly any camera, 
wireless access point, or other ceiling mounted device to our telescoping 
camera poles. The CE-CPUP features up to 100° of adjustable tilt; and if desired, 
the plate can be trimmed to size with sheet metal shears.

UNIVERSAL PENDANT MOUNT PLATE

(CE-CPUP)

Adapt any camera or device with 1.5” 
NPT/NPS threads to a Telescoping 
Ceiling Mount Camera Pole. Available 
in male & female threads.

1.5” THREADED ADAPTERS

1.5" Male: (CE-CPMPA)
Trimmed / 360° CameraUn-trimmed / Wireless Access Point

1.5" Female: (CE-CPPA, CE-CPPA-NPS)
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At Clinton, we feel that choosing the appropri-
ate monitor mount is just as critical as choosing 
the right LCD or PVM.  We offer a wide range of 
unique mounts that fit nearly any application, 
and we continually take pride in providing easy to 
install, flexible, high-quality mounting solutions.

CLASS UP YOUR INSTALL

MOUNTING 
Solutions for
LCDs & PVMs
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FEATURES
CG Series:

The CG Series is a ceiling tile mount solution designed for 
LCDs, PVMs, or cameras. This mount comes in multiple 
configurations that allow the installer to choose the 
appropriate pole for the application. Options include: tiles 
that accommodate CM Series telescoping monitor poles, 
CMHL heavy-duty monitor poles, and CP series camera poles.

Designed to accept all lengths of telescoping ceiling mount poles, this tile  
only option allows the installer to choose the appropriate length pole for the 
application. The tile contains all necessary hardware for installation except 
the pole.

CEILING TILE ONLY - NO POLE

Tile for Monitor Poles: (CE-CG2TELE)

This clean and professional mount is 
ideal for retail environments or other 
commercial applications that feature a 
standard 2x2 ft drop ceiling. These kits 
include a rugged steel tile and either a 5ft 
pole or a telescoping 6~12 ft pole.

CEILING TILE & POLE KIT

Tile & 6~12 ft Pole Kit: (CE-CG2x2.612)

Tile & 5 ft Pole Kit: (CE-CG2x2.5)

Tile for Camera Poles: (CE-CG2x2CAM)

Tile for Heavy-Duty Monitor Poles: (CE-CG2x2HD)
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This bracket features an adjustable telescoping 
length of 18" to 30" and can mount either 
horizontally or vertically. Rated for LCDs or PVMs 
weighing up to 8 lbs.

TELESCOPING GONDOLA  MOUNT

(CE-M5)

Specifically designed for retail gondola shelving, the CE-M7 mount can install hor-
izontally or vertically, is rated for LCDs or PVMs weighing up to 15 lbs, and features 
an 11" arm with 3-axis adjustment. All power and video cables can be routed through 
the arm of the bracket using the cable access holes. If desired, the CE-M7 can also 
accept a 3/4" conduit adapter fitting for added protection of the cables.

GONDOLA SHELVING MOUNTS
A CLOSER LOOK:

(CE-M7)
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This 9.5" mounting arm clamps onto square tubing or strut channels up 
to 1.5" thick. It can also mount to any solid surface. Recommended for 
monitors up to 15 lbs. All power & video cables are concealed inside the 
bracket, and if desired, a 3/4" conduit fitting can be attached for added 
cable protection.

CLAMP-ON STRUT MOUNT

(CE-M3)

For small VESA 75 monitors weighing up to 8 lbs, this telescoping mount 
is ideal for installing onto square tubing or a pole up to 3" in diameter. All 
power and video cables can be routed through the arm of the bracket using 
the cable access holes. Adjustable length from 10" to 14.5".

TELESCOPING CLAMP-ON STRUT MOUNT

(CE-M4)
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Achieve the perfect angle with this adjustable three-
axis wall mount bracket. Recommended for monitors up 
to 35 lbs with a VESA 75 or 100 hole pattern. 

ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNT

(CE-174C)

This low profile mount positions the LCD or PVM a mere 
5/8" away from the mounting surface. Recommended 
for monitors up to 44 lbs with a VESA 75 or 100 hole 
pattern.

LOW PROFILE FLAT WALL MOUNT

(CE-172)

This small wall mount features a  two-piece design that 
slides together and locks into place with a set screw. 
This mount swivels left-to-right with 160° of adjustability 
and features up to 25° of downward tilt. Recommended 
for monitors up to 35 lbs with a VESA 75 hole pattern.

SMALL ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNT

(CE-LA19)

Moving the display on this multiple axis mount is quick and easy and allows the user to find the 
perfect angle every time. The articulating design can be adjusted to rest against the wall or set 
to extend up to 17" away from the wall, recommended for monitors up to 35 lbs.

ARTICULATING WALL MOUNT

(CE-178A)
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With a narrow 20" wide footprint and the option to tilt the monitor up to 10°, this wall mount 
positions any large monitor weighing up to 110 lbs just 2.25" away from the wall surface. 
Hanging the monitor is a breeze with the hooked mounting brackets that lock onto the wall 
mount. Mount accommodates a wide range of VESA patterns from VESA 100x100 to 200x400.

TILTING LARGE MONITOR WALL MOUNT

(CE-9400B)

This low profile large monitor wall mount bracket mounts the 
monitor a mere 1.75" away from the mounting surface and 
accommodates a wide range of VESA patterns from VESA 
200x200 to 400x600. UL listed for LCDs or PVMs weighing up 
to 154 lbs.

HEAVY-DUTY FLAT
LARGE MONITOR WALL MOUNT

(CE-9500B)
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POWER 
LCD, PVM &
Camera Power

These rugged steel multi-channel power supplies 
are ideal for 4, 8, or 16 camera installs. AC24V power 
is strongly recommended for power-hungry cam-
eras that have IR LEDs, motorized zoom lenses, or 
internal heaters. Each enclosure can easily mount 
via the top mounting flange and includes multiple 
knock-outs for wire management. 

MULTIPLE CAMERA POWER SUPPLY

16ch: (CE-DC12V16, CE-AC24V16)

4ch: (CE-DC12V4, CE-AC24V4)

8ch: (CE-DC12V8, CE-AC24V8)
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This versatile DC24V power supply can power up to 3 PVMs/LCDs, or even a DC24V outdoor PTZ camera. The metal 
enclosure can mount to solid surfaces, open ceiling trusses, or 19" racks. This supply also features an adjustable voltage 
potentiometer allowing the installer to increase the voltage to 27 volts for those extra long wire runs. 

DC24V MULTIPLE PVM POWER SUPPLY

12.5 Amp: (CE-S320-B) 25 Amp: (CE-S600-24-B)

From single PVMs, DC24V LCDs and even select PTZ cameras, these single-lead, UL Listed 
power supplies can power them all. Includes mounting bracket and pigtail adapter.

Up to 15.4 Watts of Power Over Ethernet for IP cameras 
and other PoE devices. Smart plug-and-play for easy 
installation without reconfiguring the network.

DC24V SINGLE PVM POWER SUPPLY

SINGLE PORT PoE INJECTOR

5 Amp: (CE-PS200)

1.5 Amp: (CE-PS24)

(CE-PS-101)

Class 2, 3.75 Amp: (CE-PS90)
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Here at Clinton, we know that not every 
installation is alike. Sometimes a signal converter 
or multiplexer is needed to meet the demands of 
complex installations. Whatever the need is, we 
have unique accessories for just about every 
scenario imaginable.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

CCTV
Accessories
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Transmit & Receive HD-SDI/EX-SDI & RS485 data up to 12 miles 
through single-mode fiber-optic cable (LC type connector). 
These devices are the perfect tools for installations with large 
building complexes and applications that feature existing fiber 
optic cable. Transmitter and Receiver sold individually.

HD-SDI/EX-SDI to FIBER OPTIC CONVERTERS

Transmitter: (CE-HD2FO-TX1) Receiver: (CE-HD2FO-RX1)

The CE-HD2CAT5 Transmitter and Receiver kit enables an HD-SDI 
or EX-SDI signal, DC12V power, and RS-485 data to be transmitted 
up to 400 ft over CAT5e cable. Add a CE-HD2CAT5-R repeater to 
extend the signal an additional 400 ft.

HD-SDI/EX-SDI to CAT5 KIT

Tx/Rx Kit: (CE-HD2CAT5) Repeater: (CE-HD2CAT5-R)

Transmit up to four EX-SDI 2.0 video signals over one CAT5e 
Ethernet cable up to 600 ft (the combined distance of coax & 
ethernet). Sold as a pair, each unit can be a transmitter or receiver, 
and they are passive devices that do not require power.

4ch EX-SDI 2.0 to Cat5/UTP KIT

(CE-EX04UTP)
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Sequence mode, quad mode, loop-outs— this device does it all. It can 
accept up to four HD-SDI, EX-SDI & EX-SDI 2.0 camera signals and dis-
play them on a 4K HDMI monitor, making it the perfect tool for display-
ing multiple surveillance cameras in a public setting.

The CE-HD04SW also features an additional quad/spot BNC output 
that can be connected to monitors with HD-SDI or EX-SDI inputs such 
as the CE-VT550-HD, as well as four EX-SDI/HD-SDI BNC loop outs for 
passing each camera's unaltered video signal back to the DVR. 

EX-SDI 2.0 QUAD MULTIPLEXER
A CLOSER LOOK:

(CE-HD04SW)

cam1 cam2 cam3 cam4

cam1 cam2

cam3 cam4

Display up to four HD-SDI cameras in 
either quad, sequence, or dual mode on a 
HDMI and HD-SDI monitor. This device can 
be configured to switch to single-view 
mode when motion is detected in one of 
the connected camera views.

HD-SDI MOTION DETECTION
QUAD MULTIPLEXER

(CE-HD04M)

Multiplex (quad view) or sequence up to four Analog 
cameras, features two BNC Analog outputs and a built-
in time/date generator.

ANALOG QUAD MULTIPLEXER

(CE-Q54)
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The CE-SPD is an inline surge protection device designed to protect coax based 
CCTV installations from inductive power surges caused by an indirect lightning 
strike, power-hungry appliances, or bad wiring.

COAX SURGE PROTECTOR

(CE-SPD)

The CE-EX2HDMI is a digital converter box that allows the user to convert any 
EX-SDI or HD-SDI source into an HDMI signal for live viewing on an LCD monitor. 
The converter also features both EX-SDI and analog loop-outs.

EX-SDI 2.0 to HDMI CONVERTER

(CE-EX2HDMI)

This device is ideal for applications that have an existing HD-TVI DVR in place 
but want use EX-SDI cameras instead of TVI. The CE-SDI2TVI converts an EX-SDI 
1.0/2.0 or HD-SDI signal into HD-TVI.

EX-SDI to HD-TVI CONVERTER

(CE-SDI2TVI)

When combined with the CE-EX2HDMI, this device can transmit an HDMI signal 
and RS-485 data at a distance of 1,400 ft by converting the HDMI source into an 
EX-SDI 2.0 signal. The converter also features an HDMI and an HD-SDI loop-out.

HDMI to EX-SDI 2.0 CONVERTER

(CE-HDMI2EX)
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An essential tool for making OSD menu adjustments, motorized zoom & focus 
adjustments,  and enabling analog test monitor output from the DIN port on the 
camera. 

PLUG-IN OSD REMOTE

(CE-REMOTE)

Transmit analog video over UTP cable, passive (no power required). Compatible 
with Analog and HD Analog (HD-CVI, HD-TVI, AHD). Sold in pairs – Two baluns 
per package.

ANALOG VIDEO BALUNS

(CE-VB2)

These unique devices split incoming EX-SDI 2.0, EX-SDI or HD-SDI signal into two 
separate HD-SDI signals — perfect for complex installations. These splitters 
also support 4MP EX-SDI.

EX-SDI 2.0 VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

This device converts an analog signal to an HD-SDI signal by up-scaling the 
resolution. Ideal when dealing with hard to replace specialty analog cameras. 
Features adjustable resolution and frame rate options.

ANALOG TO HD-SDI CONVERTER

(CE-SD2HD)

4ch: (CE-EX-VDA4) 16ch: (CE-EX-VDA16)
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The material in this document is subject to change without notice. While reasonable efforts have been made to assure the accuracy 
of this document, Clinton Electronics and its employees assume no liability resulting from errors or omissions in this document, or 
from the use of the information contained herein. Clinton Electronics reserves the right to make changes or revisions to the product 
design or the product specifications without reservation and without obligation to notify any person of such revisions and changes.
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